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As a mother of two, Allisa Patitucci created Wee Nurture’s first product, 
The Milkmade Nursing Cover, because she was dissatisfied with the 
selection of nursing covers on the market.  She wanted something in 
between being completely draped in fabric, and having no coverage at 
all.  She wondered why it was so hard to find an option that only covers 
the mom’s breast, rather than her whole upper body.  Noticing that her 
baby didn’t always like his head covered, she also wanted the option to 
nurse without enclosing him under fabric.   

Since nothing like it existed, Allisa decided to create her own breastfeeding 
cover.  It ended up being so fabulous that other moms saw it and wanted 
to know where she bought it.  Seeing a gap in the marketplace for an 
alternative option for breastfeeding while on-the-go, she decided to start 
her own business to meet the need.   

Over the past two years, she and the Wee Nurture team have worked 
hard at perfecting the design, which has recently been patented.  Moms 
ranging from size AA-F have fallen in love with it, and we know your 
customers will too!  

Allisa Patitucci 
and

her family
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Since its launch in early 2014 weenurture.com continues to grow and 
gain popularity, offering moms resources and tips from a lactation 
consultant in addition to a store to purchase a fabulous nursing cover.   

Milkmade has been so successful with sales across the US, that 
Wee Nurture rapidly expanded The Nurture Line to include additional 
products. The Double Up is a handy and unique burp cloth, and the 
Lil’ Hanky is an adorable accessory to Milkmade or a great stand alone 
eco friendly and reusable tissue. Together they create The Nurture Line, 
specifically developed for mom to be prepared for whatever comes up, 
or out!

After a successful Nursing Necessities event on Zulily, we were invited 
back within the month for a second run. 

We have also been approached by and are talking with numerous 
boutiques who want to carry The Nurture Line. 

GROWTH 
THE NURTURE LINE BY WEE NURTURE

“We think you have a great and unique product that we are 
happy to offer to our customer!”  ZULILY

                  

RESPONSIBILITY
THE NURTURE LINE BY WEE NURTURE

Wee Nurture’s products meet the highest ethical standards every step 
of the way.  We are passionate about providing jobs for Americans, so 
our products are proudly manufactured in the USA.   We source 
locally when possible, and happily support other local businesses.  

Each product we manufacture is made with quality and care, and we can 
assure you of this because we oversee operations in our San Francisco
factory. To be mindful of the environment, we use organic and recycled 
materials whenever possible and we strive to create sturdy, long-lasting 
products.
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There’s a new and better way to breastfeed in public... 
and moms everywhere are embracing it! 

MEET YOUR FAVORITE NEW 
BABY PRODUCT:

THE MILKMADE NURSING COVER
Quickly becoming a must for nursing moms around the country who 
no longer want to feel isolated, MIlkmade’s sleek design does not alert 
everyone around that she is breastfeeding. It’s absorbent qualities 
and 100% organic cotton underside allow it to double as a burp cloth.  
Moms love that one compact Milkmade Nursing Cover replaces a 
traditional blanket-like cover up and a burp cloth.

Milkmade’s modern hourglass shape hugs the mother’s neck securely 
and offers a flap on the front that is lifted just enough for latching.  
Once the baby is feeding, the flap can either be placed on top of baby’s 
head to block light, or tucked away allowing mom and baby to stay 
more connected.  

Milkmade offers many additional benefits to mom and baby:
• Conveniently doubles as a burp cloth.
• The smaller size keeps mom and baby from getting too hot 
   and saves room in the diaper bag.
• Durable 50% cotton / 50% poly blend cover, 100% organic 
   cotton underside.
• The feeding flap offers a pocket for tissues, pacifiers or other needs.  
• Milkmade can be used when baby is being held or while baby is in a 
  carrier on the front of mom’s body. 
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THE MILKMADE NURSING COVER
Quickly becoming a must for nursing moms around the country who no 
longer want to feel isolated, Milkmade’s sleek design does not alert 
everyone around that she is breastfeeding. Its absorbent qualities and 
100% organic cotton underside allow it to catch drips or messes during 
and after feeding. Moms love that one compact Milkmade Nursing 
Cover replaces a traditional blanket-like cover up and a burp cloth.

Milkmade’s modern hourglass shape hugs the mother’s neck securely 
and offers a flap on the front that is lifted just enough for latching.  
Once the baby is feeding, the flap can either be placed on top of baby’s 
head to block light, or tucked away allowing mom and baby to stay 
more connected.  

Milkmade offers many additional benefits to mom and baby:
• Conveniently doubles as a burp cloth.
• The smaller size keeps mom and baby from getting too hot 
   and saves room in the diaper bag.
• Durable 50% cotton / 50% poly blend cover, 100% organic 
   cotton underside.
• The feeding flap offers a pocket for tissues, pacifiers or other needs.  
• Milkmade can be used when baby is being held or while baby is in a 
  carrier on the front of mom’s body. 
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MILKMADE 
FEATURES

Clever feeding flap doubles 
as a pocket for pacifiers, 

shields, & pads or whatever 
Mom may need 

Opening where
baby latches

Absorbent 
50% Cotton/Poly 

blend cover in 
the latest prints

Hugs mom’s shoulder 
during feedings

Flap makes it easy for 
mom and baby

to see each other

100% Organic 
cotton underside
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MILKMADE NURSING COVER

MILKMADE KEEPS MOM GOING



RAVE REVIEWS

It’s convenient and lightweight, 
I can carry it anywhere!

I highly recommend 
this to moms looking 
for an effective way to 

nurse in public! 

Makes an amazing 
baby shower gift!With Milkmade my 

baby can see things 
around him, and I don’t 

have to worry about 
feeling overly exposed 

when we are out.

I love this 
product!

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING ABOUT MILKMADE

 Instead of packing several burp cloths 
and the nursing cover my son hated, 
I just throw one thing in my bag that 

serves both purposes. 
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